Answers General Reading Practice Test 21

Reading Practice Tests

**Practice Test 1**

1. C Key words are 'pay' and 'cash'.
2. E Key word is 'how' and E explains a system.
3. D Key word is 'advance'.
4. F Key words are 'number of tickets, ideal for groups'.
5. B Key words are 'rock concerts'.
6. TRUE 'potentially fatal'
7. NOT GIVEN 'The text mentions that children should have injections.
8. FALSE 'have regular tetanus injections, a booster ... every five years'.
9. TRUE 'They are more prone to falling over and getting dirt in wounds than adults.'
10. D 'pick up a copy'.
11. C 'most important feature of the new card system is card reusability'.
12. A 'return the card along with a cash payment for the amount of credit you want added'.
13. i 'study materials, etc'.
14. iii 'tasks to do outside of class time'.
15. v 'passing your course ...
16. x 'attend 65% or more etc'.
17. viii 'will receive a letter of attendance/will receive a certificate of achievement'.
18. vii 'become a member of the college library'.
19. residential colleges
   There is no kitchen.
20. gas and electricity
   Section B, second sentence.

21. size, condition, location
   Section D, third sentence (not paragraph 2 which talks about all types of accommodation).
22. a residential college
   Section C: 'a feature of many academic institutions, located on campus'.
23. damage property
   Paragraph after section D, second sentence.
24. receipt Rule 4
25. understand it Rule 1
26. K see first sentence
27. F see first sentence
28. E see first sentence
29. C see last sentence
30. G see last 3 sentences
31. Mugunga Camp see paragraph D
32. Gitarama see paragraph G
33. UNICEF see paragraph M
34. Myra Adamson see paragraph J
35. running an orphanage see paragraph K
36. FALSE see paragraph I and the last sentence of paragraph J
37. NOT GIVEN
38. TRUE see paragraph C, last sentence: 'FHI supported groups of unaccompanied children'.
39. FALSE see paragraph K—only about 40% are in orphanages
40. TRUE see paragraph D. Key words are 'originally', 'children separated from their families, Rwandan refugees'.
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